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Abstract

The phenomenon of non-transitivity in outcomes, typically observed in non-effort
games with predetermined probabilities and immediate clarity, extends to team-
based, time-consuming games requiring effort that unfold over a long period of
time. This study explores this aspect through an empirical analysis of professional
football matches in the Netherlands involving three prominent teams: Feyenoord,
Ajax, and PSV. Contrary to conventional expectations, the results reveal a non-
transitive pattern over more than three decades, indicating that Feyenoord is more
likely to triumph over PSV, PSV over Ajax, and Ajax over Feyenoord than the
reverse scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Many binary relations demonstrate transitivity, particularly when comparing ob-

jective measures. For example, if person A is taller than person B, who is taller

than person C, then logically, A is taller than C. Similarly, transitivity often ap-

plies to game outcomes. If player A consistently defeats player B in chess matches,

and player B consistently defeats player C, it’s reasonable to expect that player

A would also likely defeat player C. However, this principle isn’t universal in the

realm of game outcomes. Various factors such as players’ form or fitness, envi-

ronmental conditions (like heat or pollution), luck, and coincidence can influence

results. Moreover, players might be experimenting with new strategies, introduc-

ing an element of unpredictability. As a result, instances of non-transitivity are

regularly observed in sports match outcomes, where in a particular season or tour-

nament Team A beats Team B, Team B beats Team C, and Team C beats Team

A.

The current paper is on non-transitivity of outcomes of football matches be-

tween three teams that unfolded over several decades. The analysis focuses on

three teams that were consistently competing in the highest tier of professional

football in the Netherlands: Feyenoord, PSV, and Ajax. Over an extended pe-

riod of time, the results of matches between these clubs exhibited non-transitivity:

Feyenoord defeated PSV, PSV defeated Ajax, and Ajax defeated Feyenoord more

frequently than the reverse scenarios. This non-transitive order persists regardless

of conditions and becomes even more pronounced when considering differences in

the relative strengths of the teams. While factors such as form, luck, strategy,

and quality differences may influence individual matches, none of these elements

can fully account for the non-transitivity of match outcomes over more than three

decades.

The assertion of non-transitivity in certain sports match outcomes is not ground-
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breaking, as previous studies have identified evidence of non-transitivity in matches

between individual players in sports like tennis and chess, as well as between teams

in baseball, basketball, and football. Moreover, demonstrating non-transitivity

over a short period, such as a single sports season, is not particularly remarkable.

In round-robin setups, where within a season three teams play against each other

six times, randomness can significantly influence non-transitive outcomes. The

current paper adds to the literature the establishment of non-transitivity over an

extended duration. This extended time frame distinguishes it from previous stud-

ies, as it underscores the persistence of non-transitivity beyond the confines of a

single season or tournament.

The main contribution of this paper to the sports economics literature is three-

fold. Firstly, it demonstrates that non-transitivity in match outcomes among three

teams persisted over an extended period. Secondly, it highlights that the phe-

nomenon of non-transitivity is not reflected in the market’s expectations. In fact,

when considering match outcome expectations, non-transitivity becomes more pro-

nounced. Thirdly, the paper illustrates that employing a non-transitive betting

strategy can be profitable.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses previous studies on non-

transitivity in games in general and more in particular in sports matches. Section

3 provides an overview of match outcomes between the three teams since the in-

ception of professional football in the Netherlands in 1956. Section 4 introduces a

measure of non-transitivity in match outcomes. This measure calculates the sum

of the results of three pairs of matches. If the sum equals zero, transitivity is ob-

served; otherwise, if the sum differs from zero, non-transitivity of match outcomes

exists. In Section 5, the paper quantifies the relationships between the three clubs

estimating ordered logit models of match outcomes in terms of home win, draw

and away win. The parameter estimates validate the existence of non-transitivity
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in match outcomes. Section 6 expands the analysis of non-transitivity to expected

match outcomes and match surprises. Section 7 explores the implications of non-

transitivity on potential earnings from the betting market. Section 8 discusses

other major European football leagues focusing on non-transitivity in match out-

comes in the Portuguese league. Finally, Section 8 provides the main conclusions

drawn from the analysis.

2 Non-transitivity in games

There are several simple games illustrating the existence of non-transitivity. A

well-known example is the game of rock-paper-scissors (RPS), commonly played

by children. In one-on-one matches, players use their hand to signal either rock,

scissors, or paper. Choices are revealed simultaneously, and the outcome becomes

immediately apparent. Rock defeats scissors, scissors defeat paper, and paper de-

feats rock. The result is either a win or a loss, or a draw if both players make

the same choice. The children’s game rock-paper-scissors has garnered significant

attention in studies. According to Cason et al. (2014), the game is iconic due

to its simple illustration of non-transitive dominance, where outcomes occur with

equal probabilities. Simple as it may be, the game is popular. There are RPS

championship competitions worldwide and since 2002 there is a World Rock Pa-

per Scissors Society (You (2021)). Outcomes of RPS games are also studied to

understand human behavior. Batzilis et al. (2019) analyzed Facebook data con-

cerning the outcomes of hundreds of thousands of players engaging in the RPS

game, with varying levels of information about previous player behavior. Their

findings indicated that more experienced players utilized this information to their

advantage.

Another example of non-transitivity is demonstrated by a two-player game
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where players select one of three colored dice and then proceed to roll them. The

dice have two identical series of numbers. The red die features the numbers 2-4-9,

the green die has 1-6-8, and the blue die contains the numbers 3-5-7. In each roll,

the die with the highest number is considered the winner. The outcome of the

game depends on the number of wins accumulated over multiple rolls. Over time,

the blue die prevails over the red die, the red die prevails over the green die, and

the green die prevails over the blue die. If the first player selects a specific die,

the second player can then choose the die that ensures victory in the game. Draw

outcomes are impossible since no two numbers on the dice are identical.1 Non-

transitive dice sets have been studied from a theoretical point of view. Bozóki

(2014) for example presented a more general discussion of non-transitive dice sets

extending the number of simultaneous players to more than two and indicating

that there are three-player non-transitive dice sets such that if two players pick a

die the third player can pick a die that beats both opponents’ dice.

Non-transitivity may occur in pairwise comparisons of outcomes of matches be-

tween sports teams. Smead (2019) provided a real-life example of non-transitivity

in international football during the 1994 FIFA World Cup group E, where Ire-

land defeated Italy, Italy defeated Norway, Norway defeated Mexico, and Mexico

defeated Ireland. Kaiser (2019) investigating the sensitivity of point systems in

determining the final ranking in Formula 1 Drivers seasons showed that in the

2007 season there was non-transitivity among the top three drivers: Raikkonen

defeated Alonso 11 races to 6, Alonso defeated Hamilton 10 races to 7, and Hamil-

ton defeated Raikkonen 10 races to 7. These examples of non-transitivity were

likely caused by the small number of matches, as luck is a determinant of match

outcomes.

1It’s worth noting that the voting paradox, also known as Condorcet paradox, is a prominent
non-transitivity paradox suggesting that a perfect democratic voting system is theoretically im-
possible. If voter preferences for three candidates are non-transitive and voting occurs in pairs
of proposals, the order in which the pairs are presented determines the outcome.
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Bozóki et al. (2016) used results from tennis matches to rank male tennis

players; Temesi et al. (2024) did the same for female tennis players. Players are

sometimes ranked even if they have never played against each other. Both stud-

ies find that non-transitivity in match outcomes between three players occurred

frequently. Poddiakov (2022) mentioned that non-transitivity not only occurs in

stochastic real-world games but also in deterministic positional games in chess

and checkers in terms of non-transitive players’ positions. Finally, Spearing et al.

(2023) studied non-transitivity in baseball using data from 9 seasons of Ameri-

can League Baseball.2 The main finding was that by allowing for non-transitivity

prediction of match outcomes can be improved.

3 Setting the stage: Professional football

Professional football is a game played according to the same rules in competitions

all over the world. Two teams of eleven players compete against each other in

a match that lasts two halves of 45 minutes each, with a break of 15 minutes

in between. Most competitions are organized as round-robin tournaments, where

each team faces every other team twice, once at home and once away. The team

scoring the most goals in a match wins and earns three points. In the event of a

draw, both teams receive one point. The team with the highest number of points

at the end of the season wins the championship. Whether a team wins a particular

match depends on the relative quality of the teams, the abilities of the coaches,

luck, referee decisions, and chance occurrences. In the long run, the quality of the

team is the primary determinant of success. However, disparities in quality may

not be adequate to ensure a clear hierarchy of teams in every game; thus, match

outcomes are uncertain. Indeed, without this uncertainty, football would not be

2The model used by Spearing et al. (2023) is discussed in more detail in section 5.
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as exciting to watch.

The top tier of professional football in the Netherlands (Eredivisie) started in

1956. In the 67 seasons since then, three clubs have consistently played in the top

league: Feyenoord, PSV, and Ajax.3 Feyenoord and PSV have always played in

the same stadiums which were renovated a couple of times but not renewed. Ajax

moved to a new stadium in 1996 with a substantial larger capacity.4

The 2019/20 season was partly canceled due to Covid-19.5 When the Eredi-

visie was put to a standstill in March 2020, Ajax and AZ were on top with the

same number of points (56). On the basis of goal difference the Dutch football as-

sociation declared Ajax to have ended top of the league though not as champion.6

In the other 66 seasons, Ajax won 28 championships, PSV 21, Feyenoord 11, and

other clubs won a total of 6 times. The three clubs are often referred to as the

’big three’ of Dutch professional football. Throughout all seasons, Ajax won 67

percent of all its league matches, PSV 61 percent, and Feyenoord 57 percent.

Table 1 displays the match outcomes in terms of the total number of points

obtained during all seasons.7 As shown in the first column, over all matches they

3Data on match outcomes are collected from Wikipedia pages.
4Van Ours (2024a) analyzing the effect of a new football stadium found that this increased

attendance while there were no effects on home advantage.
5Because of the Covid-restrictions some football matches were played behind closed doors.

Bryson et al. (2021) showed that this removed home advantage. However, Van Ours (2024b)
showed that although also in the Dutch top league home advantage disappeared this phenomenon
was not present for the top teams including Feyenoord, Ajax, and PSV.

6Csató (2021) discussing how to obtain a fair ranking if a competition ends prematurely
concluded that Ajax obtained the same number of points as AZ but with a more difficult schedule
of matches already played. According to this line of reasoning ranking AZ as second was fair.

7Until the 1995/96 season, winning a match generated two points. From then on, three
points were awarded for a win. Here, the three points for a win rule was applied throughout
the sample period to ensure comparability across seasons. Guedes and Machado (2002) and Hon
and Parinduri (2016) are studies on the effects of the introduction of three-points for a win rule.
The studies found that the effects on match outcomes or style of play were absent or limited.
Two recent studies are Butler and Butler (2017) and Reade and van Ours (2024) investigating
the effects of changes in points system for professional football in Ireland and England. The
main conclusion was that the change in point system did not affect match outcomes. A potential
problem in the analysis is that scheduling effects may have affected match outcomes (Krumer
and Lechner (2017)). However, this is not an actual problem since the order in which the three
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Table 1: Match outcomes in points obtained; 1956/57-2022/23

Feyenoord-PSV PSV-Ajax Ajax-Feyenoord Total
Feyenoord 196 PSV 192 Ajax 228 616
PSV 172 Ajax 183 Feyenoord 132 487
Balance 1956/57-2022/23 24 9 96 129
Balance 1956/57-1989/90 21 -21 6 6
Balance 1990/91-2022/23 3 30 90 123

Note: In Covid season 2019/20 one match (Feyenoord-Ajax) was canceled. 1956/57-2022/23:
401 observations; 1956/57-1989/90: 198 observations; 1990/91-2022/23: 203 observations. In
the calculation of the match points three points are allocated to a win even though in reality
up to season 1995/96 winning a match generated two points.

played against each other, Feyenoord obtained 24 more points than PSV indicating

that overall, Feyenoord was stronger than PSV. The second column shows that

PSV acquired 9 more points than Ajax when they played against each other,

demonstrating overall slight superiority of PSV over Ajax. The third column

demonstrates that Ajax accumulated 96 points more than Feyenoord when they

played against each other, showcasing Ajax’s superiority over Feyenoord.

The bottom part of Table 1 shows the points balance is the sample period is

roughly split-up in two: from 1956/57 to 1989/90 and from 1990/91 to 2022/23.

From this it appears that the dominance of Feyenoord over PSV was present mainly

in the first half of the sample period. The dominance of PSV over Ajax and of Ajax

over Feyenoord occurred in the second half of the sample period. Using the sum

of the number of points obtained in pairwise matches non-transitivity is evident:

Feyenoord was stronger than PSV, which was stronger than Ajax, which, in turn,

was stronger than Feyenoord. This non-transitivity is clearly related to the second

half of the sample period.8

Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of the balance of the cumulative points ob-

tained in pairwise matches. The trajectories of the cumulative points are not

teams played against each order changed from season to season.
8If the sample is split-up according to the two-points for a win rule (1956/57 to 1994/95) and

the three-points for a win rule (1995/96 to 2022/23) the results are very much the same.
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Figure 1: Cumulative balance in points pairwise matches; 1956/57 -
2022/23

Note: The differences are calculated for the first team for each match pair.

linear. The gap in cumulative points between Feyenoord and PSV increased un-

til the early 1970s, remaining relatively stable thereafter. The cumulative points

difference between PSV and Ajax initially decreased, then increased, and has re-

mained relatively constant over the past 20 years. The cumulative points difference

between Ajax and Feyenoord was steady until the mid-1980s and then increased

steadily.

4 Measuring non-transitivity of match outcomes

The outcome of a match, Sij, between home team i and away team j depends on

the home advantage Hi of team i and the difference in quality Q between both

teams:9 Sij = Hi +Qi −Qj and Sji = Hj +Qj −Qi. The assumption is that the

9According to Clarke and Norman (1995) match outcomes between two teams can be split-up
in two components: Firstly, the difference in quality between the teams (which they refer to
as ‘ability’ rather that ‘quality’ and secondly home advantage which is supposed to be team
specific. Clarke and Norman (1995) used this set-up to calculate seasonal averages in home team
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home advantage is club-specific. The net balance of results between club i and

club j after playing against each other twice (away and at home), is equal to the

difference in home advantages and twice the difference in quality:

Rij = Sij − Sji = Hi −Hj + 2(Qi −Qj) (1)

Similarly,

Rjk = Sjk − Skj = Hj −Hk + 2(Qj −Qk) (2)

Rki = Ski − Sik = Hk −Hi + 2(Qk −Qi) (3)

Adding up Eqs (2) to (4), it follows that Rij + Rjk + Rki = 0. This shows that

the results between k and i are fully determined by the results between i and j

and j and k: the relationship is transitive. Non-transitivity can be introduced by

assuming that there is an interaction-specific effect in one of the pairs, for example

between i and j such that Rij = Sij − Sji = Hi −Hj + 2(Qk − 2Qi) + θij. Then,

Rij +Rjk +Rki = θij (4)

So, if there is transitivity, the three net results add up to zero. If there is non-

transitivity, they add up to θij. The sum of the net results determines whether or

not there is non-transitivity in a particular season. Note that this measure can take

any value. If it is not zero, it can be positive as well as negative, depending on the

nature of the non-transitive relationship. The cumulative value, aggregated over

advantages and team quality. In a round-robin set-up where all clubs in a league meet each-other
twice during a season and imposing the restriction that average team quality in a season is equal
to zero, all Hi and Qi (i=1,..,N) with N = the number of clubs in a league are identified. In this
set-up it is not possible to detect non-transitivity. For that, individual match data are required.
Whether or not home advantage is team-specific is an empirical issue. See Peeters and van Ours
(2021) for an example of a recent empirical analysis of home advantage in English professional
football in which team-specific home advantage is picked-up by team fixed effects.
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Figure 2: Cumulative non-transitivity; 1956/57-2023/24

subsequent seasons, is an indicator of the persistence of a particular non-transitive

relationship.

Figure 2 displays the developments of the cumulative non-transitivity indica-

tor with i=Feyenoord, j=PSV, and k=Ajax. Up to the late 1980s, this indicator

remained flat but with ups and downs, suggesting that the non-transitivity in-

dicator fluctuated between positive and negative values. This implies that there

may have been non-transitivity, but its source varied over time. From the late

1980s onward, the cumulative indicator increased, indicating that the nature of

non-transitive match outcomes was consistent over time. Indeed, from the late

1980s onward, it was Feyenoord dominating PSV, PSV dominating Ajax, and

Ajax dominating Feyenoord.

5 Parameter estimates pairwise comparisons

The Bradley and Terry (1952) model is the seminal model for ranking on the

basis of pairwise comparisons. In terms of match outcomes, the probability that
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one team beats another team depends on the difference in skills or quality they

possess. The model is transitive, meaning that if team i beats team j and team j

beats team k, then team i will beat team k. The model for three teams i, j, and

k can be specified as a logit model. The probabilities that team i beats team j,

team j beats team k, and team i beats team k are determined by the difference in

quality Q between the two teams:

pij =
1

1 + eQj−Qi
, pjk =

1

1 + eQk−Qj
, pik =

1

1 + eQk−Qi
(5)

The Bradley-Terry model is transitive since pik is fully determined by pij and pjk:

pik =
pijpjk

1 + 2pijpjk − pij − pjk
(6)

Spearing et al. (2023) introduced non-transitivity by adding a parameter θik to the

probability that i beats k:

pik =
1

1 + eQk−Qi+θik
(7)

If θik ̸= 0, pik is not fully determined by the other two probabilities. If θik is

negative (positive) this increases (decreases) the probability that team i beats

team k relative to the effect of the difference in quality.

As mentioned in section 2, Spearing et al. (2023) applied this model to outcomes

of baseball matches. They did not allow for draws to occur and they ignored home

advantage, indicating that this can be included by introducing a parameter γ next

to θik, representing that the win probability, in addition to the difference in quality

and non-transitivity, may be influenced by whether or not a team plays at home.

Allowing for a draw can be taken into account by estimating an ordered logit

model. Hankin (2020), studying the results of chess matches, introduced draws
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into pairwise comparisons and first-mover advantage. The white player who moves

first has an advantage in chess comparable to the home advantage in football.

Draws were modeled by a multinomial logit model in which a hypothetical third

party is introduced that wins if the game is drawn. The first-mover advantage was

modeled by adding a parameter to the strength of the white player.

Table 2: Parameter estimates match outcomes ordered logit models

1956/57-2022/23 1956/57-1989/90 1990/91-2022/23
Quality PSV 0.57 (0.23)** -0.15 (0.32) 1.38 (0.35)***
Quality Ajax 0.54 (0.16)*** 0.11 (0.22) 1.05 (0.25)***
Match Feyenoord & PSV 0.67 (0.28)*** 0.08 (0.40) 1.36 (0.42)***
Observations 401 204 197

Note: Match outcomes: loss, draw, win. For identification the effect of quality Feyenoord is
normalized to zero. Standard error in parentheses; thresholds not reported; *** (**): significant
at a 1% (5%) level

Table 2 presents the relevant parameter estimates when an ordered logit model

is used for pairwise ranking, allowing for the probability of a draw and for the

potential effect of playing at home.10 The ordering is threefold: loss, draw, and

win. For identification, the effect quality for Feyenoord is normalized to zero so the

parameter estimates for quality of PSV and Ajax are quality relative to Feyenoord.

The first column of Table 2 show the parameter estimates over the full sam-

ple period, confirming the existence of quality differences between on the one

hand Feyenoord and on the other hand Ajax and PSV. There is also evidence

of non-transitivity as the match-specific effect of Feyenoord playing against PSV

is positive and significantly different from zero. This indicates that the match

outcomes between Feyenoord and PSV are different than expected based on the

ranking in quality. Conditional on the differences in quality, Feyenoord is more

likely to obtain points when playing against PSV, which in itself is a sign of the

10The parameter estimates for team-specific home advantage were not significantly different
from zero in any of the estimates. Therefore, they are ignored in the estimates presented in Table
2.
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existence of non-transitivity.

The second column presents the estimates for the first 34 seasons.11 The quality

indicators are insignificantly different from zero, as is the match-specific effect for

Feyenoord playing against PSV. Apparently, there is no systematic difference in

outcomes between the various matches, and there is no evidence of non-transitivity

occurring.

The third column of Table 2 shows the parameter estimates for the second

period of 33 seasons, from 1990 onward. Now the quality indicators are posi-

tive and significantly different from zero, although not significantly different from

each other. This indicates that both PSV and Ajax were of approximately equal

strength, and both were stronger teams than Feyenoord. The match-specific effect

of Feyenoord and PSV playing against each other is also significantly different from

zero, confirming the existence of non-transitivity in match outcomes.

6 Expected outcomes and match surprises

Match outcomes may be influenced by the relative strengths of the teams. Stronger

teams are more likely to win. One way to account for these differences is by

using differences in Elo ratings. Originally, Elo ratings were used to indicate

the relative strength of chess players (Elo (1978)) but nowadays they are used

in many sports to predict match outcomes. Lasek et al. (2013), for example,

presented an analysis of national team football match outcomes in the period 2006-

2012. They investigated the predictive power of various ranking systems using as

a benchmark the official ranking of FIFA, the world football association. The

ranking systems are used to generate predictions and by comparing with actual

match outcomes to assess the accuracy of the predictions. The main conclusion

11If the sample is split-up differently, according to the two-points for a win and three-points
for a win the parameter estimates are very much the same.
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was that an Elo-rating based system outperformed the then-used FIFA ranking

method. In the meantime, since 2018, FIFA started using an Elo-approach for their

ranking of countries (FIFA (2018)). Hvattum and Arntzen (2010) studied whether

rating systems of football teams based on their past performance are helpful in

predicting match outcomes. The authors concluded that using Elo-ratings as a

measure of team strength is justified. Arntzen and Hvattum (2021) is a related

study showing that Elo-ratings of football teams performed well when used as

a basis for predicting match outcomes in professional football in England. The

predictions were improved when individual player valuations are also taken into

account. Peeters (2018) investigated outcomes of international football matches

between national teams comparing various rating methods including FIFA country

ranking and Elo-based ratings.

When two teams play against each other, their Elo-ratings are adjusted de-

pending on the match’s outcome. Winning increases a team’s rating, while losing

decreases it. Teams with a history of good results have higher Elo ratings, while

those with poor results have lower ones. The differences in Elo ratings before a

match are used to predict match outcomes in terms of home win probabilities,

draw probabilities and away win probabilities.12

Panel a Table 3 indicates that in terms of expected points based on predicted

outcomes based on Elo ratings, there was a transitive relationship between the

three clubs: Ajax was stronger than PSV, which was stronger than Feyenoord.

Ajax was stronger than Feyenoord where the difference in the number of expected

points between Ajax and Feyenoord was of the same magnitude as the expected

point differences between Feyenoord and PSV and PSV and Ajax.

The expected points serve as an indicator of the team’s strength but does not

reveal the origin of that strength. Considering the relative strength of the teams,

12These probabilities are based on outcomes of past matches with a similar difference in Elo-
rating (see Elofootball.com).
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Table 3: Expected points and surprise points; 1956/57-2022/23

a. Expected points
Feyenoord-PSV PSV-Ajax Ajax-Feyenoord Total
Feyenoord 170 PSV 167 Ajax 214 551
PSV 198 Ajax 200 Feyenoord 151 549
Balance -28 -33 63 2
b. Surprise points
Feyenoord-PSV PSV-Ajax Ajax-Feyenoord Total
Feyenoord 26 PSV 25 Ajax 14 65
PSV -26 Ajax -17 Feyenoord -19 -62
Balance 52 42 33 127
N 134 134 133 401

Note: N = number of matches. In Covid season 2019/20 one match was canceled.
The expected match outcomes are provided by elofootball.com in terms of probabil-
ities of home win, draw and away win. These probabilities are based on differences
in Elo-ratings at the start of a match. In the calculation of the expected match
points three points are allocated to the win probability even though in reality up
to season 1995/96 winning a match generated two points.

it’s unsurprising that Ajax wins more often against Feyenoord than the other way

around. However, it is surprising that Feyenoord wins more often against PSV

and PSV wins more often against Ajax. To explore this further, the difference

between the expected result and the actual result of a match, termed the match

surprise, are also analyzed.

An example of the calculation of a match surprise is as follows: On January

27, 2019, Feyenoord played a home game against Ajax. Based on differences

in Elo rating, Feyenoord had a win probability of 24 percent, while Ajax had a

win probability of 49 percent.13 The probability of a draw was 27 percent. The

expected number of points for Feyenoord was calculated as 0.24*3 + 0.27*1 = 0.99,

and for Ajax, it was 0.27*1 + 0.49*3 = 1.74. The final score was 6-2, resulting

in 3 points for Feyenoord and 0 for Ajax. The surprise points for Feyenoord from

13The odds at Interwetten – one of the main bookmakers – are not very different. They implied
a home win probability of 24%, a draw probability of 23% and an away win probability of 53%.
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this match are equal to 3 - 0.99 = 2.01, and for Ajax, it is equal to 0 - 1.74 =

-1.74. By summing the surprise points from the start of the Eredivisie in 1956/57

for subsequent seasons, the cumulative number of surprise points is calculated.

Panel b of Table 3 displays the cumulative surprises of the pairs of matches

between the three clubs. Feyenoord had a positive surprise of 26 points, PSV had a

negative surprise of 26 points, resulting in an overall positive surprise of 52 points

for Feyenoord when playing against PSV. PSV had a positive cumulative surprise of

25 points when playing against Ajax, and Ajax had a positive cumulative surprise

of 14 points in their matches against Feyenoord. Once again, non-transitivity

is observed: Feyenoord dominated PSV, which dominated Ajax, which, in turn,

dominated Feyenoord.

The last column of Table 3 presents the overall balance of the various indicators.

For expected points, the sum was close to zero, as was to be expected. However,

for points differences, the balance was quite large, reflecting the non-transitivity

of the cumulative match surprises.

Panel a of Figure 1 depicts the evolution of cumulative expected points. Un-

til the late 1970s, Feyenoord obtained more expected points than PSV in their

matches. However, from then on, the situation reversed, indicating that initially

Feyenoord was considered stronger than PSV, while later on PSV was considered

stronger than Feyenoord. From the late 1970s onward, PSV was roughly as strong

as Ajax.

Panel b of Figure 1 presents the development of cumulative surprise points for

the three match pairs. It’s evident that the upward-sloping trend for each pair of

teams was not present from the beginning. However, from the late 1980s onward,

all curves began to slope upward.
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Figure 3: Cumulative expected and surprise points; 1956/57 - 2022/23

a. Cumulative expected points

b. Cumulative surprise points

Note: The differences are calculated for the first team in each match pair.



7 Against the odds: Non-transitive gambling

7.1 Odds based on Elo-ratings

The non-transitivity of match outcomes implies that Feyenoord won more often

against PSV than one would expect based on the match outcomes between Feyeno-

ord and Ajax, and between PSV and Ajax. To illustrate the consequences of this

bias in expected results, the potential profits from a hypothetical non-transitive

betting strategy are calculated. The assumption is that the odds derived from

differences in Elo ratings are equivalent to betting odds.14 The calculations of the

earnings are based on betting 1 euro for a win for every home match and every away

match on the first team in the pairs Feyenoord-PSV, PSV-Ajax, Ajax-Feyenoord.

If a win did not occur, the loss was 1 euro; if the win materialized, the pay-out

was according to the betting odds. The cumulative outcomes of these hypothetical

betting examples are shown in Figure 4a. Betting on a win of Feyenoord against

PSV would have been profitable with a cumulative profit of about 24 euros (in-

vesting 134 euros). The cumulative profits would have fluctuated over time. For

instance, in 2007, the cumulative profits from 50 years of investment would have

been approximately 10 euros (investing 100 euros). The increase from 10 to 24

euros would have occurred in the last decade. Betting on a win of PSV against

Ajax would have generated a cumulative profit of about 26 euros, but this would

have been obtained already at the start of the 21st century. However, betting on

a win of Ajax against Feyenoord would not have been profitable. The cumulative

losses would have been about 5 euros. In the early 1980s, the cumulative loss

would have been around 15 euros, so there would have been an improvement since

then.

14When transformed into probabilities, the betting odds of a home win, a draw, and an away
win add up to more than 1 because of the bookmaker’s margin (Hvattum and Arntzen (2010)).
The assumption here is that the bookmaker’s margin is 10 percent.
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Figure 4: Cumulative profits from betting on the first team in the pair;
1956/57-2022/23 and 2000/01-2022/23 (Euro)

a. 1956/57-2022/23

b. 2000/01-2022/23

Note: The line ‘Feyenoord-PSV’ shows the cumulative profits of betting 1 euro on a Feyenoord
win every match they played against PSV. Same for betting on a PSV win for PSV-Ajax and
betting on an Ajax win for Ajax-Feyenoord. The betting odds in panel a are calculated using
estimated win-draw-loss probabilities according to differences in Elo-ratings (Elofootball.com).

The betting odds in panel b are from bookmakers Interwetten (Football-data.co.uk).



7.2 Bookmaker data

Instead of expected match outcomes as related to Elo-ratings actual bookmaker

data can be used.15 Figure 4b shows the hypothetical cumulative profits from

betting one Euro every match on the first team mentioned in each pair. If one

would have done this over a period of 22 seasons profits would have been made.

The total profit of betting 6 Euro every year would have been 15 Euro based on

bookmaker odds.

8 What about other European leagues?

8.1 Top seven European football leagues

According to the UEFA-ranking the current big seven European leagues are Eng-

land, Spain, Italy, Germany, France, Netherlands and Portugal. To explore whether

the main findings of non-transitivity in match outcomes between the top three

teams is a peculiarity of the Netherlands this section presents an exploratory anal-

ysis of the other six leagues in the big seven European leagues. In the past 25

seasons (1998/99-2022/23) the situation has been as follows.

In the English Premier League, Manchester United won 9 championships,

Manchester City 7, Chelsea 5, and other teams won twice (Arsenal) or once (Liv-

erpool, Leicester City). Although this is suggestive of a top three dominating the

league this is actually not the case over the full time period of 25 seasons. The

9 championships of Manchester United were prior to 2014, the 7 championships

of Manchester City are from 2012 onward. In fact, in the first four of the 25 sea-

sons Manchester City was not in the Premier League. In the Spanish La Liga,

15Unlike other bookmakers, Interwetten reported odds for all matches in the sample. Therefore,
Interwetten odds are used. Appendix B compares these bookmaker data with expected points
based on Elo-ratings.
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Barcelona won 12 championships, Real Madrid 8, Valencia and Atletico Madrid

2 and Deportivo one. So, Spain has more of a top two than a top three. In the

Italian Serie A, Juventus won 11 championships, Inter Milan 6, AC Milan 4, AS

Roma, Lazio Roma and Napoli one while in season (2004/05) no championship was

awarded; original winner Juventus was stripped from the title due to the so-called

‘Calciopoli’ sports scandal (see Buraimo et al. (2016) for details). This scandal

also implied that for the season 2005/06 the championship title was transferred

from Juventus to Inter Milan. And, in 2006 Juventus was forced to relegate and

played in Serie B in season 2006/07.

In the German Bundesliga, there is at most a top two but since Bayern München

won 19 championships this could also be referred to as a top one. Borussia Dort-

mund won 3 championships and other teams, Werder Bremen, Stuttgart andWolfs-

burg one. The French Ligue 1 had 9 championships of Paris Saint Germain (PSG),

7 of Olympique Lyon (OL) while other teams won twice (Bordeaux, Monaco, Lille)

or once (Nantes, Marseille, Montpellier). Similar to England, the top two were

not competing throughout the full time period. The nine championships of PSG

are from 2013 onward, the seven championships of OL are before 2009. In the

Portuguese Primeira Liga, Porto won the championship 13 times, Benfica 8, and

Sporting CP 3 while Boavista won once.

The Italian league and the Portuguese league are comparable to the Dutch

league in terms of big 3 teams competing over a long period of time. However, the

Italian league has been in somewhat of a distress in recent decades. Since the size

and ranking of the league is comparable to the Dutch league, the analysis in the

next section is on the Portuguese league.
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8.2 The case of Portugal

Table 4 shows the outcomes of the three pairs of matches over the past 25 years

in the Dutch Eredivisie and the Portuguese Primeira Liga. There is a clear differ-

ence between the two leagues in terms of matches between the big three. In the

Eredivisie, PSV outperformed Ajax but while Ajax outperformed Feyenoord, PSV

and Feyenoord were approximately balanced. A clear example of non-transitivity.

Table 4: Match results Dutch Eredivisie and Por-
tuguese Primeira Liga: 25 seasons; 1998/99-
2022/23

Eredivisie Primeira Liga
a. Feyenoord-PSV Benfica-Sporting CP

Feyenoord 73 Benfica 83
PSV 67 Sporting CP 50
Balance 6 33

b. PSV-Ajax Sporting CP-Porto
PSV 79 Sporting CP 47
Ajax 58 Porto 86
Balance 21 -39

c. Ajax-Feyenoord Porto-Benfica
Ajax 94 Porto 90
Feyenoord 37 Benfica 45
Balance 57 45

d. Total balance 84 39

In the Primeira Liga, Porto was stronger than both Benfica and Sporting CP

while the point difference between Porto and Sporting CP was about the same

as the point difference between Benfica and Sporting CP. Nevertheless, Benfica

outperformed Sporting CP when playing against them. This is also suggestive

of non-transitivity but less clear as in the Dutch top league. Porto dominated

Benfica that dominated Sporting CP. However, Sporting CP did not dominate

Porto. Therefore, a non-transitive betting strategy is unlikely to be profitable.
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Table 5: Parameter estimates match outcomes ordered logit
models 25 seasons Dutch Eredivise and Portuguese Primeira
Liga; 1998/99 - 2022/23

a. Eredivisie
Quality PSV 1.16 (0.39)***
Quality Ajax 0.86 (0.27)***
Match Feyenoord & PSV 1.25 (0.47)***
b. Primeira Liga
Quality Porto 0.63 (0.27)** 0.69 (0.19)***
Quality Benfica -0.12 (0.38) –
Match Benfica & Sporting CP 0.64 (0.47) 0.52 (0.27)*

Note: Eredivisie 149 observations; Primeira Liga 150 observations; For identifi-
cation the effects of quality Feyenoord and quality Sporting CP are normalized
to zero. Standard errors in parentheses; thresholds not reported; *** (**): sig-
nificant at a 1% (5%) level

Table 5 shows the parameter estimates of ordered logit models over the past

25 seasons for both leagues. For the Dutch leagues the results shown in panel a

are very similar to those presented in Table 2. The qualities of PSV and Ajax are

significantly higher than the quality of Feyenoord while there is evidence of non-

transitivity since the variable match Feyenoord – PSV has a significant positive

effect. Panel b of Table 5 shows that the quality of Porto is significantly larger

than the quality of Sporting CP but the quality of Benfica is not significantly

different. The variable match Benfica – Sporting CP has a large effect but this is

not significantly different from zero. If the quality of Benfica is imposed to be zero

– equal to the quality of Sporting CP – the match effect becomes different from

zero at a 10%-level of significance. The conclusion is that also in Portugal there

is non-transitivity of match outcomes for the three main clubs but not as strong

as in the Netherlands.
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9 Conclusions

The current paper shows that non-transitive outcomes may occur in real-life games

that require time, skills, coordination, and effort. The paper presents an empir-

ical analysis of professional football matches between the top-three clubs in the

Netherlands: Feyenoord, PSV, and Ajax. The surprising finding is that for these

three clubs, non-transitivity of outcomes occurred over more than three decades.

Despite frequent changes in team composition, coaches, and possibly the average

ability of the teams, Feyenoord has beaten PSV, PSV has beaten Ajax, and Ajax

has beaten Feyenoord more often than the other way around. When considering

matches between Feyenoord and PSV, and PSV and Ajax, the prediction would

be that Feyenoord is likely to win matches against Ajax, but in reality, it is the

opposite. This non-transitive ordering persists over time and is even stronger when

the relative strengths of the teams are taken into account. An exploratory analysis

of the Portuguese Primeira Liga shows that also here between the three top teams

there is evidence of non-transitivity of match outcomes though not as strong as in

the Netherlands.

The origin of the non-transitivity of outcomes between the three long-term

football rivals is not clear. Since the non-transitive relations are present over sev-

eral decades, it cannot be solely attributed to team composition or the preference

of a particular coach for a certain style of play. It likely has something to do with

the playing style preferred by the management of the club, coaches, players, and

supporters. Developing a playing style requires time and is difficult to adjust at

will over a short period. While having an identity in terms of playing style is

advantageous for players to anticipate each others’ behavior, it also carries the

risk that opposing teams will anticipate and adjust their own style accordingly.

Perhaps, this is a risk that the three teams are willing to take, considering they

play only a few matches against each other. Alternatively, it could be that there
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is a non-transitive psychological explanation. Consciously or unconsciously, play-

ers are influenced by past results even though they were not responsible for these

results.

Previous studies have shown that non-transitivity may occur in sports out-

comes, but the current paper adds to this evidence by demonstrating that non-

transitivity may persist over a long time. This finding may be surprising to many

and highlights the importance of considering non-transitive outcomes in forecast-

ing economic events and outcomes. Firms, for example, may encounter unexpected

non-transitivity in competition with their main rivals, affecting their strategic de-

cisions. If firm A dominates firm B, which in turn dominates firm C, and then

firm C dominates firm A, it creates a complex competitive landscape. In such

cases, firm A might choose not to directly engage in competition with firm C, rec-

ognizing the likelihood of losing. Similarly, direct confrontation with firm B may

not be desirable for firm A’s strategic interests. Instead, firm A may strategically

delay its competition with firm B until after firm B has weakened firm C. This

strategic approach allows firm A to enter the competition with firm B at a more

opportune moment, increasing its chances of success. Even if the origin is unclear,

understanding that non-transitivity may exist can be crucial in making informed

decisions in competitive industries.

This paper shows that non-transitivity in match outcomes is not taken into

account when calculating expected outcomes. Betting against the odds based on

the non-transitivity of match outcomes would have been profitable. Bookmakers

are supposed to use all available information when setting odds but the non-

transitivity of match outcomes is a phenomenon that is ignored.
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Appendix A: Non-transitivity in match outcomes

To illustrate how non-transitive outcomes may occur this appendix provides two
types of example. The first one is with a fixed distribution of goal scoring; the
second one is based on differences in quality of defense, midfield and attack.

A1. Fixed distribution of goal scoring

Santulli (2006) provided a numerical example of non-transitivity in pairwise com-
parison of pitchers in baseball showing that average performance is not always a
good indicator of winning probability. This example is adjusted to professional
football with the situation presented in panel a of Table A.1. The assumption is
that each of the three teams has a discrete and fixed distribution of goal scoring,
independent of their opponent. Over three games all three teams score a total of
five goals but the distribution of these goals is different for each team. For Team
A this is 2-3-0, for team B 1-2-2, and for team C 0-4-1.

Table A.1: Distribution of goal scoring and match outcomes

a. Goal scoring 3 matches 1 2 3 Total
Team A 2 3 0 5
Team B 1 2 2 5
Team C 0 4 1 5
b. Results 9 matches Wins Draws Losses Outcomes
A plays B 4 2 3 A defeats B
B plays C 5 1 3 B defeats C
C plays A 4 1 4 Draw

Note: The distribution of goal scoring is 1
3 − 1

3 − 1
3

Since goal scoring is assumed to be independent of the opponent the results
are similar to two opponents rolling dice. With three possible outcomes of goal
scoring there are nine possible match outcomes. Panel b of Table A.1 summarizes
the outcomes over nine matches for every pair of matches. If A plays B two matches
will end in a draw, A wins four matches and loses three. Overall A is more likely
to beat B than the other way around. Similarly B is more likely to beat C than
the other way around. Thus, if the results were transitive A would be more likely
to beat C. However, this is not the case. Both A and C are expected to win four
matches and draw one. Clearly, the match outcomes are non-transitive.

A2. Differences in defense – midfield – attack

Smead (2019) presented a numerical example showing that a non-transitive rela-
tionship in outcomes of matches between three tennis players is possible. This
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relationship is based on differences between two opponents in terms of strength of
various dimensions of tennis play, such as serving, returning, and volleying. Un-
like tennis, football is a sport in which scoring is not very frequent. And, unlike
tennis, in football, a match may end up in a draw when both teams scored an
equal number of goals or no goals at all. The numerical example of Smead (2019)
on tennis is adjusted to an example that is more fitting for football. In football, a
match between two teams is won by the team that scores the most goals. If there
is an equal score, the match ends in a draw.

The results of three football teams playing against each other are compared.
Teams are assumed to differ in terms of the quality of attack, defense, and midfield,
but the average quality of 6 is assumed to be the same for the three teams. Panel
a of Table A.2 gives an overview of these assumptions.

Table A.2: Three dimensions of quality of teams and
match outcomes

a. Quality Attack Defense Midfield Average
Team A 6 7 5 6
Team B 7 5 6 6
Team C 5 6 7 6

b. Match Expected goals Outcome
A plays B A: 2 B: 0.5 A defeats B
B plays C B: 2 C: 0.5 B defeats C
C plays A C: 1 A: 0 C defeats A

Team A has its best players in attack, team B in defense, and team C in
midfield. The assumption is that the score of team i against team j depends on
the quality of the attack of team i and the defense of team j, as well as on the
relative quality of the midfield players of the two teams. The model specification
is chosen to generate non-transitive match outcomes. The number of goals scored
by team i against team j is given by:

Sij = Max(0, 2 ∗ (Ai −Dj)) + Max(0, (0.5 ∗ (Mi −Mj))) (8)

There are three parts in Eq (8). The first part shows how the differences in
attack of team i and defense of team j are transferred into goal scoring. This only
occurs if the attack is stronger than the defense. In such a case, the number of
goals is equal to twice the difference in quality. The second term specifies goal
scoring from midfield. If the difference in the quality of the midfield is equal
to 1, goal scoring equals 0.5. Panel b of Table A.2 shows how many goals are
scored in the match between the two teams. Clearly, the match results are non-
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transitive: team A defeats B, B defeats C, and C defeats A. If rounded to discrete
numbers above, A beats B with 2-1, B beats C with 2-1, and C beats A with 1-0.
Obviously, the example presented is limited as there is more to football than the
difference in the quality of defense, midfield, and attack. Factors such as style
of play, luck, referee decisions, and more also play significant roles. How well a
team performs is a combination of physical strength, technical skills, and tactics.
Perhaps Feyenoord is a bit more physical, focusing on a strong defense; PSV more
technical, focusing on a strong attack; and Ajax more tactical, aiming for a strong
midfield. However, this interpretation is not set in stone. The main issue is that if
quality is multidimensional, a non-transitive outcome may be a real phenomenon
occurring over a long period of time.
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Appendix B. Bookmaker data and Elo-based match

outcome expectations

Bookmaker data on football matches are available from season 2000/01 onward.
Table B.1 provides descriptive statistics. The first column gives the actual results
in terms of cumulative points. Columns (2) and (3) summarize the match predic-
tions based on Elo-ratings and bookmaker odds. The last two columns present the
surprise points, i.e., the difference between actual points and expected points.

Table B.1: Actual and expected cumulative match
points;2000/01-2022/23

Actual Expected Surprise points
points Elo BM ∆ ∆

(1) (2) (3) (1)-(2) (1)-(3) N
a. Feyenoord-PSV 46

Feyenoord 61 48 52 13 9
PSV 67 78 73 -11 -6
Balance -6 -30 -21 24 15

b. PSV- Ajax 46
PSV 69 62 61 7 8
Ajax 57 64 65 -7 -8
Balance 12 -2 -4 14 16

c. Ajax-Feyenoord 45
Ajax 88 77 75 11 13
Feyenoord 34 47 49 -13 -15
Balance 54 30 26 24 28

d. Total balance 60 -2 1 62 59 137

Note: In the calculation of the match points three points are allocated to
a win and one point to a draw. Expected points are based on probabilities
based on differences in Elo-ratings (Elofootball.com) and bookmaker odds
(BM) from Interwetten (Football-data.co.uk).
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